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Introduction
Wind power was recognized as a valuable resource thousands of years before internal combustion engines and modern power plants were developed. Long ago, for example, people built windmills for milling grain and installed sails on their boats in order to reduce human labor demands. In recent decades, wind has experienced resurgence in popularity by helping to meet the increasing energy consumption of a growing world population through the use of a renewable, non-polluting energy source.
Wind energy is currently the fastest-growing source of electricity in the world. Wind power investment worldwide is expected to expand three-fold in the next decade, from about $18 billion in 2006 to $60 billion in 2016 [1] .
There are many different types of wind turbines in use around the world, many different configurations of variable speed wind turbines have been developed, a configuration presently being examined by many authors is the use of a doubly fed induction generator. [4] . A.R. Bergen, Power System Analysis has been presented and one section of this book is about wind turbine [5] . In [5] [7] . Song and et. al. suggested and design an Variable speed control of wind turbines using nonlinear and adaptive algorithms. But this works don't consider Uncertainty parameters of the system, in this work we will apply this Uncertainty parameters of the system and control and optimum the Variable Speed Wind Turbine.
System Modeling
The power extraction of wind turbine is a function of three main factors: the wind power available, the power curve of the machine and the ability of the machine to respond to wind fluctuation. The expression for power produced by the wind is given
Where ρ is air density, R is radius of rotor, u is wind speed, C p denotes power coefficient of wind turbine, λ is the tip-speed ratio and β represents pitch angle. Note that the tip-speed ratio is defined as Where ω is the rotor speed. It is seen that if the rotor speed is kept constant, then any change in the wind speed will change the tip-speed ratio, leading to the change of power coefficient C p as well as the generated power out of the wind turbine. If, however, the rotor speed is adjusted according to the wind speed variation, then the tip-speed ratio can be maintained at an optimal point, which could yield maximum power output from the system. From Eqs. (1) and (2) we can see that For a typical wind power generation system, the following simplified block diagram (Figure 2 ) is used to illustrate the fundamental work principle. We see that such a system primarily consists of an aeroturbine, which converts wind energy into mechanical energy, a gearbox, which serves to increase the speed and decrease the torque and a generator to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy. Driving by the input wind torque T m the rotor of the wind turbine runs at the speed ω. The transmission output torque T p is then fed to the generator, which produces a shaft torque of T e at generator angular velocity of ω e . Note that the rotor speed and generator speed are not the same in general, due to the use of the gearbox. The dynamics of the system can be characterized by the following equations: Where P m denotes the wind power given by Eq. (3) and P e represents the electric power generated by the system. It is well known that P e is related to the excitation current of the generator via [5] . Where K Φ is a machine-related constant, c(.) is the flux in the generating system, and I f is the field current. Power generated by turbine is: 
Control Design
In this section we suppose that the wind turbine in variable speed is in maximum power, and our goal is design a suitable input for turbine dynamic to get suitable speed. The main problem is the uncertainty in dynamics of system that rise from Lack of knowledge parameter dynamics of system or despite the noise. For this reasons by use of adaptive approach for track the input we want to control the system after that because of despite the noise by adaptive robust controller we control and optimum operation of system. At the end simulation of all methods will be present.
In most of references for a wind turbine use from bellow equation [10] :
According to equation (8) in different wind speeds we have a fix value of λ that it cause maximize produce power. For design a controller at the first we should describe error signal, hence suppose that ω rd is desire velocity of rotor and ω r is real speed of rotor error of system is As follows: e = ω r -ω rd And for dynamics error of signal will have:
The main equation of low control for this system is (16) and the low of adaptive is: 
Simulation Study
The simulation study was performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithms. The following system parameters are considered. The value of f chosen [1.5, 1.5] N.m and applied on system. We use from data of ref. [11] . The speed of wind supposed 8 Km/h, at the bellow see the simulation of rotor and error of tracking: The system will work stable and after about 10 seconds we haven't error. At the continue we want to control the system by use of adaptive robust method that all parameters of system is certain and we haven't uncertainty, at the bellow we have simulation results: At the first step we apply a noise to system: Figure 5 . Applied noise to system In the tracking error in controlled system by adaptive robust controller we see that despite the noise the system work acceptable with a small fluctuation around zero value.
Conclusion
Variable speed operation of wind turbine is necessary to increase power generation efficiency. In this paper at the first described the variable speed wind turbine, after that explained problems in generate electrical energy. To solve these problems and maximize the produce energy without noise design an adaptive controller and in next step applied noise to system and design an adaptive robust controller for system. In this controller we consider all parameters and we haven't any uncertainty, at the end we observed that the controller controlled system with a very small error around zero that it is acceptable.
